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Dear Fellow Badgers;

Already it’s March of 2014 and at this point the year is almost 25% complete!  This 
time last year we were gearing up for CJ’13; making sure all the arrangements for 
the trip were complete, the right gear was packed, and all of the badges to be trad-
ed were stowed in a safe, secure place!

My sincerest apologies for the late delivery of the December magazine, as well as 
the confusion for those of you who received a printed copy rather than a digital 
copy. There were some challenges with converting the mailing list from one pro-
gram to another which caused the problem. With this, the first issue of 2014, all of 
these mistakes should be corrected.

2015 will mark the 40th Anniversary of our great club. I would like to suggest to the 
membership that we must celebrate this remarkable milestone and a special an-
niversary badge could be one way. Send in your suggestions for a badge design, or 
some other memento and we will put them into the next magazine for everyone to 
consider.

There have been plenty of suggestions for the magazine, and one of them will debut 
in this issue.  It has been asked that varieties with reproduced badges and their 
real counterparts be shown in the magazine.  This issue will have one of these well 
known reproductions from Ontario – Cochrane District, both front and back sides 
of the badges for easier identification.

I hope you have had a great winter and that Spring of 2014 will usher in a fun sea-
son of renewal and more new badges to trade!

Yours in Badging,

Anthony Palmer 
C0882
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Robert Heath
15 Patika Avenue
Weston, Ontario
M9N 2E7
(416) 249-7981

Hi Anthony:

As per the 14 World Moot that was written on page 5 of the Volume 38, Number 4, December 
2013  Canadian Badger Magazine,  I too  also did service at this Moot (I worked in the General 
Store) and finally, this World Moot is the first one in Canada, but it is not the first one in North 
America. Mexico hosted the 11 World Moot in 2001. 

YIS

Robert Heath.

Hi Anthony
 
 I like the new club magazine with all the info and now color scans of the new badges, you did a 
great job with this. I looked over the part article on the World Canada Rover Moot 2013 and in 
it it’s asking who was with me on the service team. My Scout Museum team consisted of Paul 
Deryaw, Scott Berry and myself. Participants to the Moot were represented by ninety countries 
worldwide and over four thousand strong came together for this event.
 
We had a very busy schedule, opening at eight in the morning (some days sooner) and going on 
all day until ten pm at night. Lots of badge trading and many other scouting articles changed 
hands during the week. The daily and nightly entertainment was very lively with many coun-
tries putting on shows and displays from their cultures. At the World Day event all the countries 
participated with many activities during the day. At night we had a community diner, so the 
staff team, Paul, Scott and myself helped serve the food to all the participants. We had everyone 
served within in a little more then an hour, not bad considering the turnout.
 
All in all we had a great week, with lots of memories to talk about for years to come. We had 
many positive feedbacks from the participants on the displays we had, lots of questions to an-
swer and presentations of both the Scouts Canada and ASC museums. We had a display board 
up so everyone could see all the different contingent badges from the countries present. We also 
received an official flag from the Moot on the promise to have it signed by as many particpants as 
possible during the week. We manage to get about eighty percent on our visitors to the museum 
to sign it. Then we had pictures taken with it, had it flown on cultural day, finaly given to us to 
put up in the Belleville Scout Museum for all visitors to see. 
 
We would do this again anytime and we are presently looking at participating at a ASC Jam-
boree this summer. I will send you the newsletter with the article that was written by the staff 
member that came and visited us. 
 
YISF
 
Rheal Duchesne

Letters to the Editor
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Hello Fellow Badgers,

From the “Prez”…
 Brrr, as I write this, winter seems to have all of Canada in its icy grasp. 
I look past the bare cottonwood trees to the mighty Fraser River.  For the sec-
ond time this winter it is frozen over; once is unusual but twice in the same 
winter is almost unheard of.  Not frozen solid enough to walk or skate on but 
still side to side it is white. And our local banana trees are having a chilly 
time of it! But oh, the quality badging time by the fire!
 I am looking forward to seeing as many of you as possible in Montreal at 
the end of April for the Denis Charbonneau Memorial auction and swap meet. 
(April 25-26) It is our largest badge auction and trading event of the year.  If 
you have never been or it has been a few years this would be a good year to 
attend. This a time to meet up with old friends and say hello to new ones, 
plus of course to dig in the boxes and bags of badges looking for unique scout-
ing items.
 I am also asking on behalf of the club and the World Brotherhood Fund, 
take a look through your swap box and please send some badges for the auc-
tion. Mike Assef is the man who is collecting items, so send your donations to 
him.
 As we all know the December issue of the club magazine was our newly 
elected editor’s first produced magazine and Anthony deserves thanks for 
a job well done. The format and the layout are good and the magazine con-
tained some new aspects especially the front page, contacts page and the lit-
tle added clip art. 

Stay warm and plan to meet up with the Prez in Montreal.
     In Scouting,
     Frank D. Smith.

from the “Prez!
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Badge Chatter - By: Gordon Ennis
 Greetings from the cataloguer!  Once again many club members have brought 
new issues to the attention of me and the Regional Badge Representatives. I say 
a special thank you, given his untimely passing, to Frank Kramar who once again 
had brought new issues to my attention.  You will be missed, Frank.  Among other 
club members I have heard from regarding badges are Rheal Duchesne, Karl Kern 
and Everett Dalmas. My apologies to those not personally mentioned here.  
One thing you will note is that I am now listing the new badges and new finds in 
a column called Varieties Catalogue Updates.  Previously we had a column called 
“Catalogue Changes and Additions” and another column called “Badge Updates” 
but the information was the basically the same.  In the last issue of the magazine, 
our Editor, Anthony, reduced the information to one column and as there was no 
feedback provided to me I am keeping it that way, but with the more descriptive 
title mentioned above.
 I have spent lots of time on the main Varieties Catalogue the last several 
weeks.  One thing you will notice when it arrives is that all those missing codes 
(representing delisted badges) are now filled in.  This is largely thanks to the in-
credible information that Anthony Palmer has gleaned over the years especially 
from the late Badger Bill Neil.  As a couple of examples, if you look at your exist-
ing catalogue you will not see any badge listed against B.C. C.19.  That badge was 
Clinton Creek but was delisted when it was discovered to be a group badge.  Simi-
larly, one might wonder whatever happened to ONT. C. 8.  That was Caledonia de-
termined to be a group badge and again delisted.  There are many, many examples 
like this. Although not consistent the catalogue has tended to skip delisted badge 
references rather than reassigning them.  The new Varieties Catalogue has now 
provided information on what badges have been delisted and why so you can now 
see what that missing codes referred to.
 Another big effort on the catalogue was updating extinct badge informa-
tion.  With so much amalgamation going on of existing areas there has been lots of 
change and those changes were not always caught. While relatively easy to note if 
an area went extinct it has proven more difficult to determine what area merged 
with what to form new districts and this is one type of information the catalogue 
has traditionally supplied.  The Service Areas in Manitoba are one case in point 
where mostly districts that went extinct were caught but contrary to the norm the 
catalogue usually did not mention what districts were merged to form the Service 
Areas. This effort points out what a resource the badge catalogue is in tracking the 
history of scouting and its districts and areas across Canada.  All that information 
is at our fingertips in the Varieties Catalogue.
 In a sense I wish we could wait longer for the Varieties Catalogue as big 
changes are in progress but not yet to the point where the catalogue can fully cap-
ture them.  I suppose that is always the way. One example is the ASC portion of 
the Catalogue where information supplied to me indicates that the ASC listings 
will shrink to 10 districts.  We saw two of the new ASC districts listed in 
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December. One of those, M.10. SCOUTS DE LA MONTÉRÉGIE was listed as a 
rolled edge, it is really a cut edge badge – sorry. This issue of  The Canadian Bad-
ger lists a third new district; “OUEST” and it deserves special mention. We gave it 
a new coding, ASC O.12  because the geographic area of OUEST changed dramati-
cally and it is now a district rather than a federation badge (all federations and 
their badges went extinct years ago). Even on the badge it mentions C-B (BC to An-
glophones), AB, SK and MB. In addition it mentions Yukon, Northwest Territories 
(TNO) and Nunavut! This must be the greatest geographic coverage (even if not 
numerical numbers) of any district badge.  Stay tuned for more new ASC badges to 
come. 
 There are also changes happening in Northern Ontario, Prince Edward Is-
land, Newfoundland and other Scouts Canada councils as well.  At this time, like 
the ASC districts, these changes are a work in progress so only partially captured.
Many of us who are still active Scouters will have heard from Scouts Canada that 
the next Canadian Jamboree will be in 2017.  It looks like we are back to a four 
year rotation after brief talk of a three year rotation.  2015 will see three Councils 
hosting a jamboree so we seem to be, after changes in 2007, back in a nice rotation 
between Council and National jamborees.  So, this gives us a whole year to trade 
old jamboree badges before we gear up for new ones.
 Anyway, this will be a short Badge Chatter so I can get back to concentrating 
on getting the Varieties Catalogue to our editor for spiffing up and distribution.  
Two examples of Saskatchewan, ASC S.10. are shown below with one badge having 
horizontal stitching in the red sun and other vertical stitching. Usually we have 
given separate listings to such differences but not for ASC S.10.  I am told this 
was because it was not certain there was more than one badge with vertical stitch-
ing.  We now know of at least three badges so we will ponder a catalogue change to 
make  “a” and “b” issue of ASC S.10.  Does anyone else have both types of 
Saskatchewan?
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 I thank all who bring new badges to my attention. Keep it up! Please con-
tact me with your finds at: ennisgl@telus.net  Once again I would like to thank the 
club’s regional reps: Bill Thow, Anthony Palmer, Everett Dalmas, Tom Evanoff, 
Dave Winter, Richard Nahorniak and Serge Janelle. I have kept these reps. espe-
cially busy of late as we get the latest edition of the Varieties Catalogue ready – 
thanks for bearing with me guys! 
Gord Ennis

 
LOTTERY RULES:
1. For every badge you send in, you are granted one entry.  Maximum 3 entries (badges).  Listed 
    Badges only
2. You have eight weeks from receipt of this magazine to enter.  Late entries will automatically 
    be entered in the next issue’s draw.
3. You can’t win if you don’t enter!
Please mail your entry to:

The Canadian Badger 
9502 - 107 Street 

Morinville, AB 
T8R 1E2

The winner will be announced in the next issue.
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127 registered members of the 
Canadian Badger’s Club. 

(as of February, 2014)
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Of 127 Magazines issued,
79 are produced in a .pdf format (all colour)

48 are producted as printed copies 
(cover and new badges only in colour)
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This issue’s new badges

CAN/BC B16F CAN/ONT 04C

CAN/ONT  A01F CAN/ONT N03H
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CAN/ASC O12A

CAN/ONT T15C
CAN/ONT W14C

CAN/ONT O10F CAN/ONT R07E
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VARIETIES

CATALOGUE    

MARCH 2014 
Update  #21

The Canadian Badgers Club
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CANADIAN VARIETIES LISTING – UPDATE #21 – MARCH 2014

This update contains additions and changes to the Canadian Varieties Catalogue. The new list-
ings show all varieties of the badge and replaces the previous listing.

BRITISH COLUMBIA (CAN/B.C.)
     
B.16. BURNABY AREA   [PC]

REGION
A)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Rectangular 52mm x 77mm; “SCOUTS CANADA BURNABY”, 
 Map in brown, Yellow, Green, Blue & yellow stripes.   [TCB-7/4,WJN-1]
B)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Rectangular 50mm x 77mm; “SCOUTS CANADA BURNABY”, 
 Map in brown, Yellow, Green, Blue & red stripes.         [TCB-9/3,WJN-1]
C)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield 65mm x 85mm.   [TCB-18/2]

AREA [PC]
D)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield 57mm x 75mm.   [TCB-30/2]
 NOTE: Region merged with V.2. to form P.6. but badge will still be used as the area 
 badge.
E)  Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangle, hills and level areas light 
 green. “BURNABY  AREA”.  [TCB 37/2]
F)  Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangle, hills and level areas both 
 light green and dark green. “BURNABY  AREA”.  [TCB 39/1]
       

ALBERTA  (CAN/ALTA.)

EXT N.4. NORTHERN REGION
A)  Swiss, Cut edge, Circular; “NORTHERN REGION  ALBERTA N.W.T. SASK. B.C.”. 
 [WJN-2]
B)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Oval; “NORTHERN REGION  BOY SCOUTS OF CANADA”, 
 silver stars, Issued with White, Brown, Yellow, Green,Blue & Red borders. [WJN-2]
C)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Oval; “NORTHERN REGION  BOY SCOUTS OF CANADA”, 
 White stars.   [WJN-2]
D)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Oval; “NORTHERN REGION  SCOUTS CANADA” 
 [CBB,WJN-2]              
E)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Oval; “NORTHERN ALBERTA REGION SCOUTS CANADA”, 
 Various shades of blue background.   [TCB-13/2]
F)  DELISTED. (NORTHERN ALBERTA REGION END OF AN ERA.) [TCB-25/3] 
 NOTE: Recoded as N.4/2. 
NOTE: Replaced by C.11 and N.8.
 
EXT N.4/1. NORTHERN REGION 25TH ANNIVERSARY
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Oval; “NORTHERN REGION 1968-1993”.             [TCB-18/3]
                   NOTE: Worn during anniversary year

EXT N.4/2. NORTHERN ALBERTA REGION 1968-2000 (Previously coded as ALTA. N.4.F. [TCB-39/1]
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Oval; “NORTHERN ALBERTA REGION 1968-2000”. With blue border; badge 
 with yellow border exists but was only given to region staff)   [TCB-25/3]
                   NOTE: Worn during year 2000.
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ONTARIO  (CAN/ONT.)

       
EXT  1. ONTARIO (PROVINCIAL)
A) Swiss embroidered on felt, Cut edge, Shield, Unnamed; Red scout badge on green maple 
 leaf on khaki background.   [WJN-3]
B) Swiss embroidered on felt, Cut edge, Shield, Unnamed; Light brown scout badge on olive 
 maple leaf on blue background.   [WJN-3]
C) Swiss embroidered on felt, Cut edge, Shield, Unnamed; Red scout badge on dark green 
 maple leaf on brown background.
D) Printed, Shield, Unnamed; Red scout badge on green maple leaf on canvas.   [WJN-3]
E) Ribbon bound, Shield, Unnamed; Red scout badge on olive maple leaf on khaki back 
 ground.   [WJN-3]
F) Ribbon, Rectangular 33mm x 43mm; “ONTARIO”, Gold lettering.    [WJN-3]
G) Ribbon, Rectangular 36mm x 42mm; “ONTARIO”, Yellow lettering. [WJN-3]
H) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; “ONTARIO”, Six yellow dots in center, Variations in 
 thickness of green bars.   [CBB,WJN-3 as I] 
I) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; “ONTARIO”, Five yellow dots in center.   [TCB-24/2]
J) DELISTED. (90 YEARS OF SCOUTING.)  [TCB-26/2]
 NOTE: Recoded as 1/1.
K) DELISTED. (ONTARIO CENTENNIAL.)  [TCB-34/4]
 NOTE: Recoded as 1/2.
 NOTE: Provincial Council replaced by Battlefields Council (ONT 2.), Central Escarpment Coun-
cil (ONT 3.), Greater Toronto Council (ONT 4.), Northern Ontario Council (ONT 5.), Shining Wa-
ters Council (ONT 6.), Tri-Shores Council (ONT 7.), Voyageur Council (ONT 8.) and White Pine 
Council (ONT 9.). 

EXT 1/1.  90 YEARS OF SCOUTING.  (Previously coded as ONT. 1.J.) [TCB-39/1]
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; “90 YEARS OF SCOUTING 1910 ONTARIO 2000”. 
 [TCB-26/2]

EXT 1/2. ONTARIO CENTENNIAL.   (Previously coded as ONT. 1.K.) [TCB-39/1]
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; “1910  2010  ONTARIO  CENTENNIAL”.    [TCB-34/4]  
   
4. GREATER TORONTO COUNCIL (Previously coded as ONT G.11.) [TCB-38/4]
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Rectangular; “GREATER TORONTO COUNCIL”.   [TCB-29/4]
B) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape 90mm x 50mm. 
 No trillium in design. “GREATER TORONTO COUNCIL”.   [TCB-37/2]
C) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape 90mm x 50mm. 
 Trillium in design. “GREATER TORONTO COUNCIL”.   [TCB-39/1] 

A.1. AGINCOURT  
DISTRICT  [GT]

A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Triangular; Partly embroidered, A fully embroidered version of the badge is cut out 
 of another badge.                   [WJN-3]
B) Swiss, cut edge, Square; 7 points on wheat sheaf.   [WJN-3]
C) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; 5 points on wheat sheaf, Various shades of green background.   [CBB,WJN-3]
D) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square.   [TCB-16/1]
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AREA  [GT]
E) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, square.  “AGINCOURT“.           [TCB-37/4]
F) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape. Wheat sheaf, star and two arrows in 
 design. “AGINCOURT“.           [TCB-39/1]

N.3. NORTH WATERLOO  
DISTRICT [AT]

A)  Ribbon, Square, Unnamed; Wagon & hydro towers on green valley with river.   [WJN-3]
B)  Ribbon, Rectangular.   [WJN-3]
C)  Swiss, Cut edge, Square; Vertical stitching in grass, Green stitched line at top and bottom of first section 
 of grass.   [TCB-24/2]
D) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; Horizontal stitching in grass, Green stitched line at top and bottom of first 
 section of grass.
E) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; No stitched line at top and bottom of first section of grass, Hydro wires are not 
 crossed.
F) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; No stitched line at top and bottom of first section of grass, Hydro wires are 
 crossed, Various shades of blue background, Various shades of brown in wagon.  [CBB,WJN-3]
G) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square.   [TCB-27/1]

 
AREA [CE]

H) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, square. “NORTH WATERLOO”  [TCB-39/1]

O.10. OLD MILL  
DISTRICT [T]

A)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Rectangular; Red border inside of white border.   [TCB-15/3]
B)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; With rounded corners, Various shades of blue in background and water. 
 [TCB 18/2]
C)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Rectangular; No red border inside of white border: Various shades of blue in 
 background and water, Badge varies in size from 50mm x 55mm to 53mm x 58mm.  [TCB-20/2]
D)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; With square corners.   [TCB-22/2]

AREA [GT]
E)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Square: Now with white scout badge.      [TCB-29/4]
F) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape. “OLD MILL”.  [TCB-39/1]

R.7. RIDEAU  [VR]
A)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Strip; “RIDEAU AREA”, Square corners.   [TCB-6/1,WJN-3]
B)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Strip; “RIDEAU AREA”, Rounded corners. 
C) Swiss, Cut edge, Chevron; “RIDEAU”.   [TCB-20/4]
               

AREA [VR]
D) Swiss Rolled edge, Chevron; “RIDEAU”.   [TCB-36/2]
E) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangle, rounded corners.  “RIDEAU”.  [TCB-39/1]

T.15. THUNDER BAY AREA [NO]
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square.   [TCB-27/1]
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B) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular.   [TCB-29/4]
C) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangle, rounded corners.  “THUNDER BAY 
 AREA”.  [TCB-39/1]

W.14. WEST SCARBOROUGH  
DISTRICT [T]

A)  Swiss, Cut edge, Square; Various shades of blue background, various thickness of 
 lettering.   [TCB-8/3,WJN-3]
B)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; Various shades of blue background, various thickness of 
 lettering.   [TCB-13/1,WJN-3]

AREA [GT]
C) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, square.  “WEST SCARBOROUGH”. [TCB-39/1]

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND  (CAN/P.E.I.)

EXT  1. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND (PROVINCIAL)
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield, Unnamed; Fox standing on green grass on khaki background. 
 [WJN-4]
B) Swiss embroidered on ribbon, Rectangular, Unnamed; Fox standing on green grass on 
 khaki background.   [WJN-4]
C) Swiss embroidered on felt, Shield, Unnamed; Fox standing on green grass.   [WJN-4]
D) Ribbon bound, Shield, Unnamed; Fox standing on green grass on khaki background. 
 [WJN-4]
E) Ribbon, Rectangular, Unnamed; Fox standing on green grass on pink background. 
 [WJN-4]
F) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; Lion with yellow eyes, Island & “P.E.I.”; Various shades of yellow 
 background.   [CBB,WJN-4]
G) DELISTED, This Council badge was incorrectly identified as a provincial Council in issue 
 36/4 of TCB.  Note: Recoded as PEI 2.A  [TCB-39/1]
NOTE: Provincial Council replaced by Prince Edward Island Council (P.E.I. 2.)
     
COUNCILS

2. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND COUNCIL
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield 33x45mm; Lion with red behind eyes, Island & “P.E.I.”. 
 [TCB-36/4; Recoded TCB-39/1]

ASSOCIATION DES SCOUTS DU CANADA  (CAN/ASC.)

EXT A.6. ALBERTA  [OU]
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; “A S C  ALBERTA”.   [TCB-4/3,CBB,WJN-5]
B) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; “ALBERTA” & wild rose on map of province. 
 [TCB-9/3,WJN-5]
C) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular 45mm x 62mm; “ALBERTA  SCOUTS ET GUIDES” & wild 
 rose on map of province, Square corners.                   [TCB-12/4,WJN-5] 
D) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular 50mm x 70mm; “ALBERTA  SCOUTS ET GUIDES” & wild 
 rose on map of province, Rounded corners.                   [TCB-19/3] 
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E) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; “ALBERTA”, With a wild rose and a white scout emblem on 
 a red maple leaf on a black Medal with the cross of Jerusalem, on the map of the province. 
 [TCB-25/2]
F) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; “ALBERTA”, With a wild rose and a white scout emblem on 
 a red maple leaf on a black cross of Jerusalem, on the map of the province.   [TCB-28/2] 
 NOTE: Merged with C.6, F.5, and S.10 to form O.12

EXT  C.6. COLOMBIE BRITANNIQUE  [OU]
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; “COLOMBIE BRITANNIQUE  ASC”.   [WJN-5]
B) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; “COLOMBIE BRITANNIQUE”.   [TCB-20/2]
C) Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield; “COLMBIE BRITANNIQUE”.   [TCB-32/1]
 NOTE: Merged with A.6, F.5, and S.10 to form O.12.

EXT F.5. SCOUTS FRANCO – MANITOBAINS  [OU]
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular.   [TCB-26/4] 
 NOTE: Merged with O.3. and S.10. to form O.12.     

EXT O.3. OUEST  [OU]
A) Ribbon, Rectangular.   [WJN-5] 
B)  Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; Horizontal stitching in sun, various shades from rust to brown 
 [CBB,WJN-5]
C)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield; Various shades of yellow wheat, variations in size from 
 43mm x 53mm to 46mm x 55mm.    [TCB-13/2,WJN-5] 
D) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield, Vertical stitching in sun.   [TCB-17/3]                   
 NOTE: This Federation is defunct.

O.12. OUEST  
A) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, 110mm x 90mm oval. Design is scene 
 representing icons from the various provinces and territories covered by badge. “OUEST 
 SK AB MB C-B TNO NU YK”” [TCB-39/1]

EXT S.10. SASKATCHEWAN  [OU]
A)  Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield; “SASKATCHEWAN  A S C”; Both horizontal & vertical 
 stitching in sun. [TCB-4/3,CBB,WJN-5]
 NOTE: Merged with F.5. and O.3. to form O.12.

 
www.facebook.com/thecanadianbadgersclub
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Membership Changes
Welcome new members!

Robert Bowers  C1305 13820 Concession Road 5 
      Uxbridge, Ontario 
      L9P 1R2 
      rob@gud.ca

Rick Larsen  C1306 4005 West 143 Street 
      Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
      United States 
      4-lunch@sbcglobal.net

Jack (John) Meyers  C1307 30 Hickory Lane 
      Nicholls, Georgia 31553
      United States
      jfmeyers@hotmail.com

Robert Schmitt  C1308 2940 De La Bastille 
      Boisbriand, Quebec 
      J7H 1K4 
      rschmitt@bell.net

Barry Stuart  C1309 38 Oakmeadow Blvd 
      Toronto, Ontario 
      M1E 4G1 
      bpstuart@hotmail.com

Welcome back to:

Dan Nelson  C1015 1063 - 313 Richmond Street East 
      Toronto, Ontario 
      M5A 4S7 
      info@danielnelson.ca

According to our registrar's records, the following Badgers have not renewed 
their membership with the Canadian Badger’s Club:

Edward Conrad  C0297
G. Clark Hooton  
Phillip Massarelli C1225
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Gone Home 
Frank Kramar

 
July 7, 1953 - February 14, 2014

Passed away peacefully on Friday, February 14, 
2014 at St. Joseph’s Health Centre in Toronto. 
Dear son of the late Jernej and Marija. Beloved 
brother of John (Mary) and Tony (Eila) and the 
late Mary Kramar. Loving uncle to Michael and 
Jennifer. Frank had a long time involvement with 
Scouts Canada.
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B.C. Badge Report
 
B.C. & Yukon Badge Report
March. 2013
Badge Rep; Bill Thow

With Spring just around the corner (hopefully), we are looking for more new high 
definition issues to come out across the country.
B.C. & Yukon issues are all out and there have been only a few minor color chang-
es in some of the newer runs. The only exception was the Burnaby Area were major 
color changes warrant a new variety listing. Colors are much darker and brighter 
is the newest issue.
As usual any Anniversary badges have been very difficult to obtain. Even I have 
not been able to lay my hands on any of the last two. The latest being the 100year 
of Scouting from the Yukon.

For those collecting Proficiency badges; should watch eBay. I have notices a larger 
number that usual of older proficiency badges up for bid. Prices are quite high but 
if you need them for your collection, who’s to say what is high?

As always I am looking to make trades with anyone interested. I have many B.C. & 
Yukon districts, regions, Councils and Area badges to trade for badges from other 
provinces. Just drop me an email.
Yours in Scouting & Collecting,
Bill Thow
B.C. & Yukon Badge Rep.
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Badgefest 2013-14 is a four part “Seminar/Swap Meet” being organized in Buffalo 
Plains Area, Northern Lights Council.  The four parts to Badgefest 2013-14 are:
 
1. What are badges, how are badges made, what is badge collecting?
2. Are there rules for trading? Fair trading, why we trade badges, the rules for 
 fair badge trading.
3. How do I show off my badges? Display techniques, campfire blankets, 
 binders, frames, etc.
4. Where does this badge thing go from here? Jamborees, swap meets, 
 developing and furthering your collection, badge clubs.

For Badgefest 2013-14, there a badge for each seminar/swap meets with its own 
coloured border.  Badgefest #1 is green, #2 is red, #3 is yellow and #4 is blue.  We 
are hopeful that the coloured borders keep Scouts and Scouters coming out to all 
four Badgefests!

Badgefest #2 was scheduled for Sunday, January 19, 2014 and was a terrific 
success with 14 Wolf Cubs, Scouts and Scouters in attendance.  There were many 
badges there and I was able to even fill a hole in New Brunswick!

Badgefest #3 is scheduled for Sunday March 23, 2014 at St. Albert United Church, 
St. Albert, Alberta.  For more information please visit us on Facebook:

www.facebook.com/badgefest

Yours in Scouting,
Anthony Palmer
12th St. Albert, Buffalo Plains Area
C0882

A couple of the finds at Badgefest #2.  You never know what will appear!
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Reproduced badges.  No one knows for sure why (greed? desperation?) someone 
would reproduce something like a badge, but there have been several badges 
unethically reproduced over the years.
Most recently a whole crop of poorly reproduced badges were found on eBay.  For 
those of us lucky enough to have actually held or seen some of the more valuable 
or rare specimens of Canadian badges, the inadequacies of these reproductions 
were obvious and laughable.  That being said, there were some collectors who were 
duped by these reproductions and bought them on eBay.
Over the next few issues I will put some of these reproductions into The Canadian 
Badger as a source for all to see!

Yours in Badging,
Anthony Palmer
C0882

CAN/ONT C.10 Cochrane District
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This issue’s featured listing

 
EXT CAN/MB L.2 Logan District [W]
A) Ribbon,square.

 
The Logan District badge shows the “Countess of Dufferin”, the first 
steam locomotive to operate in the Canadian Prairie Provinces. 
On October 9, 1877, the “Countess of Dufferin” arrived in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba to inaugurate this era of rail service.
The locomotive had been built in Philadelphia in 1872 by the Baldwin 
Locomotive Works and made its way from Minnesota to North Dakota.  
From there it was loaded onto a barge and towed by the riverboat 
“Selkirk” to Winnipeg.
Logan District was a part of Winnipeg Region, and was absorbed by 
Strathcona District and Wolseley District.
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wants & swaps classified ads
 

all adverstisements are displayed in the order received!

Frank D. Smith, 33601 First Avenue, Mission, British Columbia. V2V 1H3 
fdsmith@telus.net.
WANTED: New Brunswick Fundy East Area woven badge (CAN/NB F4b) New ASC district/area 
badges from the new reorganized district/areas. 

Gord Ennis, 110-19639 Meadow Gardens Way, Pitt Meadows, BC V3Y 2T5 
ennisgl@telus.net 
Badger Gord Says Lets Trade!  Hi, I have lots of badges to trade from Canada, The Pacific Islands, 
New Zealand, Australia and many more places. Have a look at my website at www.scoutbadges.
ca. It’s a bit out of date but most Can. traders are still available as well as many not listed.
If you have an Alberta, Edmonton Riverside strip please contact me. I’m interested! I can trade 
other Edmonton strips for it and even throw in some other badges as well like that new Yukon 
anniversary badge.

STARTING JUNE 2014 
(The Canadian Badger, Volume 39, Number 2)

NEW ADVERTISING RATES

All members of the Canadian Badger’s Club are allowed one free advertisement 
which will be in a “classified ad” format.  The free ads will be limited to 50 words, 
a word being defined as five characters (numbers, spaces, special characters, 
et cetera).

If a free ad is too long, it will be placed in the magazine as a 4x4 inch size 
advertisement unless it is shortened by the ad’s creator.

All advertisements must be paid for before they will be published.

Size	 	 	 Digital	colour,	print	grayscale	 						Digital	and	print	in	colour
4x4 Inch...............$5.00 Mem /  $6.00 Non Mem..................$6.00 Mem / $8.00 Non Mem
4x8 Inch...............$10.00 Mem / $12.00 Non Mem...............$12.00 Mem / $16.00 Non Mem
8x8 Inch...............$20.00 Mem / $24.00 Non Mem...............$24.00 Mem / $32.00 Non Mem
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MEMBERSHIP RATES 
MEMBERSHIP: 
 
Open to any member of scouting and to any scouting group. As a member of   
“The Canadian Badgers Club” you will receive a Directory of Members, a varieties book of 
Canadian Badges and a quarterly magazine, “The Canadian Badger”. This magazine contains 
information on new badges, lists of new members, collecting hints, maps, badge histories and 
pictures, meeting notices, and members’ wants and swap lists. Each member is entitled to one 
free ad per issue. 
RATES: 
 
Canadian Youth  (17 yr. or younger)Paper magazine $22.00/1 yr.,  $42.00/2yr. 
Canadian Adult   (18 yr. or older) Paper magazine $30.00/1 yr.,  $58.00/2 yr. 
Canadian Group Paper magazine    $30.00/1 yr.,  $58.00/2 yr. 
Canadian Electronic Magazine    $10.00/1 yr.,  $19.00/2 yr 
USA Paper magazine     $36.00/1 yr.,  $70.00/2 yr. 
USA Electronic Magazine     $15.00/1 yr.,  $29.00/ 2yr 
Foreign   (outside Canada and USA) Paper magazine $48.00/1 yr.,  $94.00/2 yr. 
Foreign Electronic Magazine    $18.00/1 yr.,  $35.00/2yr 
 
Membership runs from October to September, Memberships received after May 31 will apply to 
the following year. 
To become a member, fill in the form below and send it along with a cheque or money order 
payable to: 

The Canadian Badgers Club 
C/O   2590 East 15th Ave., Vancouver British Columbia Canada V5M 2K1 

 
 
    THE CANADIAN BADGERS CLUB    Club use only                      Membership Type 
                                                                                                                                                                
   NAME _________________________________________      Club No. ______                      1yr     2yr    Electronic  Paper
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   Full Address _____________________________________      Expiration date               YOUTH       __      __           ____ 
 
   City or Town ________________Postal Code __________    _____________             ADULT        __      __           ____ 
 
   Province ___________________ Country _____________       Date Joined              GROUP       __      __            ____ 
 
   Position in Scouting ___________Phone ____-_____-____       _____________             FOREIGN   __      __           ____ 
 
   District, Council or Area _________________________________                       
 
   E-mail _______________________________________________        Fee: ______________ 

 
I COLLECT AND/OR AM INTERESTED IN 
 
     CANADA       USA      International       Crests           Misc.        Misc.             Other 
___District  ___CSP’S  ___National ___Event  ___Memorabilia ___Pins  _________________ 
___Dist. Varieties ___OA Flaps ___District  ___Camp  ___Neckerchiefs ___Stamps  _________________ 
___Jamboree ___Jamboree ___Jamboree ___Group  ___Woggles   _________________ 
___Insignia ___Insignia ___Insignia ___Guide  ___Mugs    _________________ 

■

$10.00
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